Abstract -Human movement ability should be described not only by its typical behavior, but also by the wide variation in capabilities. This would mean that subjects that are encouraged to move throughout their workspace but otherwise free to move any way they like might reveal their unique movement tendencies. In this study, we investigate how much information (data) is needed to reliably construct a movement distribution that predicts an individual's movement tendencies. We analyzed the distributions of position, velocity and acceleration data derived during self-directed motor exploration by stroke survivors (n=10 from a previous study) and healthy individuals (n=5). We examined whether these simple kinematic variables differed in terms of the amount of data required. We found a trend of decreasing time needed for characterization with the order of kinematic variable, for position, velocity, and acceleration, respectively. In addition, we investigated whether data requirements differ between stroke survivors and healthy. Our results suggest that healthy individuals may require more data samples (time for characterization), though the trend was only significant for position data. Our results provide an important step towards using statistical distributions to describe movement tendencies. Our findings could serve as more comprehensive tools to track recovery in or design more focused training intervention in neurorehabiliation applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Analysis of the statistical distribution of human movement behavior could offer additional insights to complement clinical assessments [1] [2] [3] and conventional engineering metrics. Whereas metrics such as range of motion and accuracy in goal-directed reaching provide a gross overview of movement capabilities, a detailed view of movement tendencies is perhaps more revealing of how the motor system exhibits biases in behavior or even burgeoning skills. Recently, Huang and Patton [4] demonstrated that stroke survivors have uniquely identifiable attributes in the movement distributions during self-directed motor exploration. These unique characteristics may relate to specific motor deficits and provide a "fingerprint" [5] of individual movement capabilities. This points towards the opportunity for customized therapy that better fits each individual.
Before analysis of movement distributions can be leveraged to design effective training regimens, a better understanding is needed about the best methods of characterization. Studies in training customization have shown benefits of assist-as-needed on a per individual basis [6] , focusing on simple reaching movements. Identifying the features of movement distribution specific to an individual's impairments would facilitate better tracking of recovery and more focused therapeutic interventions. In particular, it remains unclear what differences exist in the observed patterns between healthy and motor impaired individuals.
One initial important step is to systematically determine the duration of data required to characterize statistical distributions. While it is possible that all patients may take a different amount of data to be robustly profiled, it is equally possible that a fairly consistent amount of data will reliably give a reproducible profile. While motor deficits due to stroke cause clear changes in the patterns of preferred movement, it is also unknown what kinematic variables offer the most information about individual characteristics. Stroke survivors exhibit a variety of impairments including spasticity, asymmetry in muscle strength [7] , jerky movements [8] , abnormal muscle coupling [9] , each at varying levels of severity. It is plausible then that in some cases analysis of joint displacement variables may better capture range of motion problems, while in other cases velocity may better capture issues due to spasticity or strength. Consequently, as a preliminary step we set out in this study to investigate if simple kinematic variables differed in terms of the amount of data required to comprehensively characterize individual movement distributions.
In this study we investigate whether particular patterns of movement distributions emerge from analyses of data from stroke survivors and healthy individuals. Our approach draws from conventional cross-validation techniques of machine learning [10] to determine the time required to characterize individual movement patterns.
We first examine how the statistical distributions of kinematic variables (position, velocity and acceleration) evolve over continuous motor exploration training. We explore the question of how much data might it take to reliably profile an individual, and whether this differs between stroke survivors and healthy. Our findings provide an important step towards the utilization of statistical distributions to describe movement tendencies. 
Data sample size needed for prediction of movement distributions

A. Experimental Subjects
Ten stroke survivors and five healthy subjects participated in this study. Data for stroke survivors was used from a previous study in which they performed a motor exploration task with and without robot-applied forces accompanied by intermittent trials of a goal-directed circle drawing task. Stroke survivor subjects used their affected arm for all aspects of the experiment. We only consider data during the motor exploration portion in which movement was not interrupted by forces. Healthy subjects completed a similar protocol. Each subject signed a consent form approved by Northwestern University Institutional Review Boards.
B. Experimental Protocol
Subjects controlled the movement of a planar haptics/graphics robotic device ( Fig. 1 ), presented previously [11] . The robot is capable of recording limb position at 200Hz. An overlaying projector provides real-time feedback of the handle position and an animation of two segments approximating the motion of the forearm and upper arm. To focus training on the coordination of the forearm and upper arm, subjects operated the device through a wrist brace. During the motor exploration task, we instructed subjects to move the robot handle at their own discretion while attempting to acquire various positions, speeds and movement directions within a pre-determined workspace (0.5 x 0.3m). We informed subjects that this task should serve as preparation for a subsequent goal-directed task in which they would perform circular motions. Subjects successfully completed a motor exploration trial once the handle endpoint travelled 25 meters. For each session, subjects completed nine motor exploration trials interspersed with blocks of circle drawing. The time to complete each motor exploration trial varied among subjects since distance travelled depended on endpoint velocities.
C. Analysis
We constructed two-dimensional histograms for three successive state space derivatives (position, velocity and acceleration) in the x and y directions to describe movement during motor exploration trials. Data was partitioned into 20 equal size bins within specified state space ranges (workspace area for position, -.7 m/s -.7 m/s for velocity, and -7m/s 2 -7m/s 2 for acceleration) that were the same across subjects. State space ranges were approximated from the maximum and minimum values reached accross the entire subject population. To avoid accumulation of histogram counts within single bins during user-intended periods of rest, we removed data points where the endpoint speed reached below .04 m/s and where acceleration reached below .07 m/s 2 . To create probability distributions, we then normalized to the total number of observations for a given set of motor exploration data.
To obtain a detailed view of how individual movement patterns changed throughout motor exploration practice, we constructed probability distributions for each kinematic variable of movement data cumulated across time. We divided subject motor exploration datasets into 5s epochs and then partitioned the data within each epoch into two separate datasets: a training dataset and a test dataset which comprised of 75% and 25% of the data, respectively. We constructed separate probability distributions of the training sets for each 5s epoch, combining training data from each successive epoch. We then tabulated a probability distribution of the test data combined from each epoch which was to compare against the training set.
To determine the time required to characterize movement patterns for each state space variable, we calculated the coefficient of determination between the probability distributions of each successive training dataset and the probability distribution of the test dataset. We define time to characterization as the time in which the coefficient of determination reached a value of .95. We repeated this calculation 50 times using a different random test dataset. We compared the time to movement characterization between each state space variable and between subject populations using a two-factor Analysis of Variance. Differences with a probability of less than .05 were considered significant. Bonferroni's correction was used to adjust for multiple comparisons (.05/9).
III. RESULTS
For each subject's motor exploration datasets, we constructed 2D probability distributions of position, velocity and acceleration data across cumulative epochs and compared them to the probability distribution of their respective test datasets (Fig. 2) . Representative test datasets for each subject were highly predictive of their respective distributions across all motor exploration trials (R 2 > 0.99). Comparisons between the probability distributions of each successive cumulative epoch and respective test datasets revealed a gradual increase in coefficient of determination (Fig. 3) . This suggests probability distributions became more similar to representative test datasets with the addition of more data. For healthy subjects, we detected a 30% difference in time to characterization between position and velocity, a 54% difference between position and acceleration and a 34% difference between velocity and acceleration (Fig. 4A) . For stroke survivors, we calculated a 19% difference between position and velocity, a 68% difference between position and acceleration and a 60% difference between velocity and acceleration. A two-factor Analysis of Variance yielded a main effect on selection of state space variable; F(2, 39) = 12.48, p<.05). Post hoc comparisons were made using Bonferroni's adjusted alpha level of .05/9 (see significance bars on Fig. 4A ). These results indicate that the probability distributions of higher state space derivatives (i.e. acceleration) require less time to characterize than lower state space derivatives (i.e. position).
We also found differences in time to movement characterization between healthy and stroke subjects (Fig.  4A ). We detected a 44% difference in time to characterization between healthy subjects and stroke survivors for position, 36% for velocity and 61% for acceleration. A two-factor Analysis of Variance yielded a main effect on subject population; F(1,39) = 19.06, p< .05. These results indicate that characterization of state space distributions for stroke survivors can occur earlier than healthy.
In general, stroke subjects completed the motor exploration task (mean ± SE = 13.5 ± 1.28 minutes) in less time than healthy subjects (mean ± SE = 20.1 ± 2.30 minutes). Therefore, we tested whether time to characterization was correlated to time to completion (Fig.  4B) . Simple linear regression showed a significant correlation for position (R = .62, p < .05) and velocity (R = .36, p = p < .05), but not for acceleration (R = .14, p = .16). This result indicates that the differences in time to characterization between healthy and stroke data may be confounded by the differences in the amount of data available. Fig. 2 : Representative probability distributions of position, velocity and acceleration data on successive cumulative epochs (5s) compared to the probability distribution of a test dataset (25% of data randomly selected). Probability distributions of motor exploration were constructed from planar movement (fore-aft and left-right axes). Distributions for higher state space derivative resembled respective test datasets at earlier epochs. Fig. 3 : Coefficient of determination for the probability distribution training as the predictor of the test sets (i.e. 25% of data selected at random) for successive cumulative epochs (1 min intervals) for each subject. Each color represents one subject (healthy -grayscale, stroke -RGB), and each line represents a single computation with a new random training set (50 repeats). These results suggest that more data samples are needed to describe movement distributions for healthy individuals, and position data generally requires more data sample than velocity and acceleration.
IV. DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to determine the time required to capture a description of individual movement patterns while subjects performed a motor exploration task. This investigation used a simple statistical approach to determine the time to characterization by comparing probability distributions as they manifested over time. Our first main finding illustrated that higher order kinematic variables require less time to characterize. This may point to more effective approaches that consider these higher derivatives. If one considers the fact that we operate in a second order world, creating forces (and torques) from muscle control, it may be no surprise that a more consistent picture of tendencies may come from the derivatives that are proportional to torque via newton's second law.
Our second finding was that healthy subjects' movement patterns surprisingly required more time to characterize compared to stroke survivors. While this result may be confounded by the differences in time to completion (hence data available) between the two groups, it is likely informative that the systematic problems with stroke subjects motions are more than random, leading to less time necessary to statistically profile these patients. The fact that we did not observe significant differences across all state space comparisons does not imply that absolute differences in their movement distributions do not exist. Future analysis on movement distributions could help identify specific features unique to each group, which would complement the tools developed in this study. We believe time to characterization could provide a reference for tracking improvement of stroke subjects as they train to expand their movement capabilities.
Time to characterization does not help identify sources of variation in movement distributions, which is evident from the fluctuations that occur in the coefficient of determination (see Fig 3. ). We believe there are several factors that contribute to these variations. For instance, at the beginning of motor exploration subjects are becoming familiar with operating the robot. In contrast, following extensive training, subjects may experience fatigue and a decrease in motivation. Anecdotally, our observations also showed that some subjects exhibit repeated goal-directed movements, for example, repeated circular patterns. Despite these limitations, we observed similar values for time to characterization across subjects. Future analyses may include means to account for these factors that contribute to the variation.
Not only do the tools developed here have implications on neurorehabilitation, they could also apply more generally to a range of human motor behaviors. In particular, this tool might be used to characterize features of motor impairments beyond stroke where clinical assessments are lacking. Time to characterization is likely a general property of statistical distributions that could be used for a variety of domains relating to human behavior; including, electromyography, joint-space variables and electrocorticography. 
